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PROBLEM
The cost of gasoline is QUICKLY increasing
This directly affects the price of electricity as well
Standard incandescent and halogen light bulbs are
inefficient, producing much wasted energy given
off as heat
Newer fluorescent light bulbs save energy;
however, they contain hazardous materials

GOAL
Show how LED lights are much more energy
efficient
  Reduce wasted energy
  No heat or UV output
  Eliminate use of hazardous materials
  Superior long life span

Focus on the environment & sustainability by
reducing energy consumption and hazardous
waste materials

Standard Incandescent
Light Bulb

•Uses tungsten filament
•Filament glows when current is
passed through
•Becomes red hot, producing
visible light
•Much energy is wasted and
goes into heating light bulb

LED: Light Emitting Diode

• Made using small silicon crystals “doped”
with phosphor and arsenic atoms
• Creates free electrons that are allowed to
move around
•Free electrons become excited as current is
passed through diode, producing photons

Method

•  Fiber-Optics Emission Spectrometer
•  Analyzes spectrum of light over a
range of wavelengths
•  Displays a simple graph of spectrum
of light emitted by a particular light
source

Approach

•  Designed aperture to house different
light sources
•  Allowed for analyzing and comparing
the output of light from different light
bulbs
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Luminance or LUX:

•  Amount of visible light per
square meter striking a
surface
•  An LED puts out almost 10
times as much light per
square area on an
incandescent light bulb

•LEDs last 50 times
longer than a standard
incandescent bulb

•An LED uses less than 1/2
the amount of power of a
compact fluorescent
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Conclusion

LED lights eliminate wasted energy and the use of
hazardous materials, which make them energy
efficient as well as environmentally friendly.

2.96 LUX / Watt

15.36 LUX / Watt

15.19 LUX / Watt

179.7 LUX / Watt

They have a superior long lifetime, which
reduces the number of bulbs that have
to be replaced and disposed of each
year

Through the use of LED lighting we can
GREATLY reduce energy consumption
and contribute to an overall green and
sustainable environment.

In the near future, standard incandescent lighting methods will
be phased out due to their inefficiency, which is a good reason
to start saving NOW!
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Spectrometer Measurements

These two graphs compare the spectrum of light from an LED light to an
ordinary Incandescent, halogen, and fluorescent light source.

• Notice that LEDs eliminate the output of ultraviolet light and heat, making
them much more safe and energy efficient.

• While the newer compact fluorescent light bulbs save energy, the quality
of light from an LED is much better as shown from the smooth curve.

Power and Luminance Measurements using LUX Meter:


